
Online Presence & Web reputation

NEW!



Sync business 
information into 
directories 

Sync business information 
into directories 

Build a solid online presence 
and visibility throughout the 
internet

Directly communicate & 
engage with their customers

Track progress & 
performance

NOWBEFORE



Online Presence
Build a strong online footprint

Boost your online visibility with a consistent online profile 
in key directories



Online Presence

Import or create a business profile

Fine-tune your profile by adding attributes and 
services

Automatically publish the business profile in up to 46 
online directories

Showcase your products, create events and offers, 
and directly chat with your clients

Insights about how your customers find you, their 
actions, and other vital information



Manage and edit auto generated post suggestions

Seamlessly connect your Facebook, Twitter, and 

Instagram accounts

Performance analysis with in-depth Insights

Launch Social Media Ads with best performing posts 

in just a few clicks 

Online Presence



Online Presence
Taking control over brand & image and becoming a local hero

Keep track of the business’ 
online presence in one complete 
dashboard. Find out the best 
strategy with recommended next 
steps to maximize the business’ 
local visibility. 



Online Presence

Fine tuning the business 
profile will let the user’s 
business thrive and expand 
their business information to 
help them achieve greater 
visibility across the web. 

User-friendly and easily 
adjustable set ups provide 
users with everything they 
need to excel.

Profile fine tuning
Inline edit Business profile



Online Presence

Instant connection & publication in 
all relevant local directories with 
one simple click to achieve 
consistent and relevant business 
information across the web. 

Structured directory status 
updates provides users with clarity 
and the understanding of which 
directories to monitor.

Directory status

Publish with one click



Online Presence

Getting connected and listed in 
platforms such as Google 
Business Profile, Facebook and 
Instagram gives the user the 
chance to publish anything they 
want from one single platform.



Online Presence

Publishing posts regularly and 
creating new events will help the 
user boost their customer 
engagement, and thus, increase their 
visibility. 

Providing information about new 
products and launching new offers 
has never been so easy with access 
to a free stock image library.

Post

Event
Engagement overview



Online Presence

Transparent and direct 
communication with the user’s 
clients in one platform, no matter if it 
comes from Google Business 
Profile, Facebook, Instagram or 
Whatsapp, all can be handled in one 
single real-time chat section.



Online Presence

Having all insights in one 
dashboard enables the user 
to see detailed, 
comprehensive reports 
about all aspects of their 
online presence compared 
to their competitors. This 
provides a competitive 
element and pushes the 
user to reach their full 
potential.

Detailed report of the profile Reports you vs competitors



Web Reputation
Achieve a best-in-class reputation 

Review management, industry standard comparisons & Insights



Web Reputation

Monitor reviews from multiple platforms in one place

Respond to reviews quickly predefined or automatic  AI 
driven replies

Invite your best clients to leave reviews via SMS or email 

Download ready-to-use print materials that have a QR 
code to help clients leave a review

Insights about your reputation rate & comparison with 
direct competitors



Web reputation

Brand image and reputation at 
a glance in a simple and 
complete dashboard including 
recommended next steps to 
boost the business’ online 
credibility.

Dashboard & reports overviewRecommended next steps



Web reputation

Review management in one 
single place from Google 
Business Profile and Facebook. 
Easy review selection thanks to 
the review filter and quick 
review reply feature.

Reviews page

Reviews Filter

Reviews Reply



Web reputation

Create multiple response 
templates allowing the user to 
save time and provide their 
customers with professional 
responses for all situations.

Reply templates page



Web reputation

Review booster option to increase 
positive opinions and win trust 
across the web. 

Customer management with a list 
of addresses to help the user track 
and send invitations to review 
their business. Recommended next steps

Invitation message

Review booster page



Web reputation

Insights page to keep track of 
the whole web reputation 
status including trend 
prognosis to spot threats & 
opportunities.

Trend prognosis

Insights page



Web reputation

Competitor comparison with an 
overview of the business reputation 
locally vs best in class competitors 
and industry-standards.

Competitor comparison 
VS user´s business

Industry-standard 
and Best-in-class



Online Presence & Web reputation

WATCH VIDEO HERE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTW0s02OMsyVwFeoeVOXRFf5KcLerwcQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LTW0s02OMsyVwFeoeVOXRFf5KcLerwcQ/view?usp=sharing


BE SUCCESSFUL ONLINE


